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Abstract

Solution of linear systems in large-scale scientific and engineering calculations often occurs
to be a bottleneck of the computations. Finite Element Method (FEM) or Finite Integral
Technique (FIT) modeling leads to very large and very sparse coefficient matrices [1] [2].
For this reason, efficient and matrix-structure dependent solvers are widely needed. Given
a system of linear equations, direct solutions can be obtained using Gaussian elimination,
where the sparse system fill-ins number reduction problem has to be solved [3].

The paper describes the application of Markowitz Cost Function (MCF) [4] as a pivot
criterion function in the process of symbolic factorization for preordering purpose. In the
case, when MCF does not give a unique solution, the algorithm extention minimizing the
number offill-ins will be proposed.

A prototype algorithm (MARKOMOD), that tends to produce for some matrices even
25% less nonzero elements in LU decomposition then UMFPACK [3], will be presented. The
algorithm body, robust example and comparison with other methods will show the strong
and the weak sides of the MARKMOD and pointing at main direction in the further work.
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